
 

MERTON HERITAGE: PUBS QUIZ ANSWERS 

Merton boasts many historic pubs, inns and beerhouses.  

Some of them date back to the Tudor era, whilst others are modern structures. 

Merton pubs are linked to famous people, places and events and have also  

played a part in local politics, entertainment and the British legal system. 
 

How much do you know about our borough’s historic watering-holes ? 

Find out by trying this quiz, designed by Merton Heritage Service. 
 

Most of the questions are multiple choice, so everyone has an equal chance  

of guessing the correct answers. 
 

Test your knowledge of local history and perhaps learn a bit more about  

our borough’s colourful past at the same time. 
 

The answer sheet can be found on the same webpage. Happy quizzing! 

 

 

  

 merton.gov.uk/heritage  



 

 QUESTION 1: 
  This “modern coaching inn” has a Harvester Restaurant and Travelodge on site. An alehouse has stood  

   on this part of the Epsom Road since at least 1752 and the current pub was built in the 1930s. 

   What is its name? 
   

 B) The George - known originally as the George & Dragon, the pub offered a mixture of  

      accommodation, food and fresh horses for racegoers bound for Epsom. The building was remodelled  

      by landlord Fred Langley c.1929 using the fashionable Art Deco style. 



 

 QUESTION 2: 
  With which Morden pub did the building now known as Merton Civic Centre once share a name? 
  This watering hole shifted its location slightly on the same triangle of land but has now ceased trading. 
   

  C) The Crown  - A Crown pub has stood on this site since 1801. The mock Tudor version shown here was     

       built in 1931 and later gave its name to Crown House, a 1960s office block which is now better    
       known as Merton Civic Centre. 



 

 QUESTION 3: 
 Which pub replaced The Plough in Central Road, Morden in 1934.  It’s now a local Sainsbury’ s store. 

 B) The Morden Tavern.  
     The Plough famously offered food and accommodation for touring cyclists. During the 1930s it was  
     demolished and replaced by the Tavern, which was built on the opposite side of the road. 



 

 QUESTION 4: 
  A beer house has stood in this area of Kingston Road, Merton Park since 1700. In 1898 a new public 
  house was built just to the west of the original and stands on a corner opposite the Nelson Hospital. 
  What is it called? 
 

 A) The Leather Bottle- the first recorded landlord was Edward Hubbard in 1725. The Victorian pub,  
  sometimes also known as “Ye Olde Leather Bottel” became a popular Jazz and blues venue in the 

  1970s and ‘80s. 



 

 QUESTION 5: 
 Older than its equally attractive neighbour, this building dates from the early 18th century and took its  

 current name in the 1750s.  It overlooks Wimbledon Common and has served Young’s beer since 1888.   

 What is the name of the pub? 
 

  B) The Crooked Billet - the pub name refers to a bent stick that has fallen from a tree.  

 



 

 QUESTION 6: 
  This pub in Wimbledon Village is mentioned in a 1617 survey. The present building began as a  
  farmhouse in the 18th century and it is the closest pub to the All England Lawn Tennis Club. 
 

  A) The Dog and Fox - The oldest pub in Wimbledon Village, this was originally known as “The Sign of    
       My Lord’s Arms” It was renamed c.1758 and during the Napoleonic war it was used to recruit a  
       volunteer militia, to protect the area in the event of a French invasion.   



 

 QUESTION 7: 
  A riverside bar with live music on the nearby bandstand each summer Sunday, this pub is situated in  

  Merton Abbey Mills and opened in 2016…. 
 

   C) The Merton Apprentice - This was formerly the Apprentice or 1926 shop of the famous Liberty  

        Print Works. Used to train apprentice block printers, it was later converted for screen printing and  

        then housed Liberty’s colour-mixing department. 

 



 

 QUESTION 8: 
 Now a block of flats, which pub at Wimbledon Chase opened in 1962 and was named after  
 Lord Nelson’s famous lover? 
 

  B) The Emma Hamilton - The pub closed in 2010 and despite public efforts to keep it as a community 
run venue, it was demolished in 2013 and replaced by 57 flats.    

 



 

 QUESTION 9: 
 Following the death of Diana, Princess of Wales, this Morden pub was renamed in her honour. 

 It has now reverted to its original name….. 
 

  B) The Prince of Wales - the pub is said to have taken its name from Edward, Prince of Wales ( later 

       Edward VII ) who was a regular visitor to this area whilst en route to the Epsom races.   



 

 QUESTION 10: 
 Which central Wimbledon pub was built in 1876 and has a rooftop terrace?. It has an excellent reputation  

 for helping the needy at Christmas. 
 

 A) The Alexandra - the pub was named after the Danish wife of King Edward VII who was held in   

           high regard by the people of Wimbledon. A local street and charity homes are also named after her.

 



 

 QUESTION 11: 
 This is the only Mitcham pub that still displays a coat of arms in accordance with its name.   

   B) The Surrey Arms - located on the edge of Morden Hall Park, the current building dates from 1929  

         and replaced a building from the 1840s. During the late 19th and early 20th centuries it was popular 

         with touring cyclists. 

 



 

 QUESTION 12: 
 Parts of this central Mitcham pub date back to the 16th century. During the twentieth century it was run by    

  a famous cricketer and renamed in his honour in 1976. 
 

     C) The Burn Bullock - The original King ’s Head pub was Tudor. During the 18th century it housed  

          meetings of the local Justices of the Peace. Named after Surrey cricketer Burnett Bullock in 1976, it   

          was sadly closed in 2013 due to anti-social behaviour. 



 

 QUESTION 13: 
 This pub on Commonside West dates from the latter part of the 19th century. It may have been named  

  after an unusual horizontal structure that stood nearby. 
 

 A) The Windmill - a pub has stood here since 1846 but the current building is late Victorian. It is    

            named after a horizontal windmill that once stood nearby. Some have even suggested, that the  

            unusual hexagonal heart of the pub may have been a mill base at one point but this is unproven. 

 



 

 QUESTION 14: 
 Which popular pub, based at the same site since 1800, was the headquarters of a famous Mitcham sports  

  club and a meeting space for both customers and players? ( CLUE : The site has now been redeveloped  

  to hold flats.) 

 A) The Cricketers - During the 19th century the original inn was used for meetings of Mitcham  

           cricket club, with the balcony serving as a vantage point for match scorers. The inn was destroyed  

           by a delayed action bomb in World War II. A new “Cricketers” opened in 1958. This was since been  

     demolished and replaced by flats.   



 

 QUESTION 15: 

 Which Mitcham pub was renamed by Weatherspoons and takes it name from one of the heraldic beasts     

  linked to the Royal family? 
 

 C) The White Lion of Mortimer - an inn as stood on this site for 400 years. The original pub was  

            known as the Buck’s Head and was also used for parish vestry meetings. The current pub dates  

            from 1899  - it was given its current name in 1991. 



 

 QUESTION 16: 

 Which Weatherspoons pub and Merton station both take their name from a former local landowner. 

 B) The Edward Rayne  - Edward Rayne was a successful 19th century farmer and landowner in this area. 

      Forward thinking, he sold land for the creation of the local railway. His family later sold their estate to  

      Richard Garth, squire of Morden, who wanted to create a “grand drive” of Victorian villas. Although it  

      was he who provided land for construction of the local station, it is Rayne whose name is most  

      associated with the local area. 

 



 

 QUESTION 17:  
  Which local pub commemorates a naval officer who commanded a large part of the British fleet at the  

  Battle of Jutland during World War One? 
 

 A) The Early Beatty - David, 1st Earl Beatty was a leading naval commander and became  

           Admiral of the Fleet in 1919. This pub was constructed around the time of the Admiral’s death in  

          1936, which may explain why it was named in his honour.     

 

 



 

 QUESTION 18: 
 Which local pub is named after the architect who designed many of London’s underground stations during 

 the 1920s and ‘30s? It is located opposite Colliers Wood tube station. 
 

  B) The Charles Holden - architect Holden designed everything from stations and libraries, to University     

       buildings and Commonwealth War cemeteries. This pub was previously known as the Colliers Tup. 

  

 



 

 QUESTION 19:  
 Built in 1900, this pub was known by another title for most of its history before being renovated and  

 renamed in 2011. It stands by a roundabout, not far from Lower Morden Cemetery.  
 

  A) The Morden Brook– Originally known as The Beverley, this pub was named after the nearby brook  

       which rises in Worcester Park and flows into the Thames near Putney.     



 

 QUESTION 20: 

 Situated in South Wimbledon, this is the smallest pub in Merton and dates from 1868. A single storey  

 extension was added in 1906 which doubled the original size. ( CLUE: Death of a naval commander ) 
 

  B) The Trafalgar - Named after the famous 1805 sea battle where Admiral Lord Nelson was  

       tragically killed, this tiny pub was also known as the “Threepenny Tap” because men leaving  

       Merton Abbey Station would jump over the fence for a quick pint on the way home.  

 


